Introduction
Coordinating growth with division is essential to ensure that cells are the appropriate size for a given environmental condition or developmental fate. This is true not only for multicellular plants and animals, but also for single-celled organisms that need to adapt quickly to rapid changes in environmental conditions. Like their eukaryotic counterparts, in the absence of environmental or internal pressure to increase size, exponentially growing bacteria cultured under a constant set of parameters exhibit little size variation between cells. Maintenance of cell size within a narrow band indicates that cells have mechanisms to transiently adjust the timing of division to correct aberrations in cell size generated through stochastic events. Similarly, although bacterial cell size is essentially constant under steady state conditions, environmental challenges and developmental programs frequently require changes in cell size just as they do for other single-celled and multicellular organisms.
Here we review what is known about bacterial cell size control during steady state growth, in response to changes in nutrient availability, and during development. For reasons of brevity we will focus on two well-studied model systems, Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtilis. Where appropriate we will also include information gleaned from work in other organisms.
Before we delve into the discussion of bacterial cell size control in mesophilic model systems, it is important to note that bacteria occupy habitats that include thermal vents where temperatures are well over 100 C, 5 M saline salt pools, and environments where ionizing radiation levels are a thousand times the lethal dose for humans. Bacteria also exhibit a vast array of morphologies ranging from rods and filaments to cocci, spirals and amoeboid-like forms. The diversity of bacteria is mirrored in the size of individual species, which range from w0.3 mm for obligate intracellular pathogenic members of the genus Mycoplasma, to w600 mm for Epulopiscium fishelsoni, a Gram-positive commensal inhabitant of Surgeonfish guts, and 750 mm for Thiomargarita namibiensis, a chemilithotrophic Gram-negative bacterium native to coastal Namibia [1] [2] [3] . While T. namibiensis is essentially a large gas vesicle surrounded by a thin layer of cytoplasm, Epulopiscium has managed to overcome diffusion-dependent limitations on cell size, in part by increasing genome number along with cell size. These tens-of-thousands of genomes are arranged around the periphery of the Epulopiscium cell, where they are thought to facilitate responses to local stimuli and thereby contribute to maintenance of the extremely large cell size [4] .
Similarly, although it is not the focus of this review, it is important to note that cell size and shape are, not surprisingly, sensitive to changes in the morphogenesis of the bacterial cell wall. In particular, enzymes involved in synthesizing the peptidoglycan material that constitutes the bacterial cell wall, as well as the Mre proteins which recent data suggest help coordinate peptidoglycan synthesis, all play an important role in cell size control by maintaining cell shape and width within normal parameters. For excellent reviews on this topic see [5] [6] [7] .
Binary Fission: A Deceptively Simple Mode of Reproduction Bacteria exhibit many forms of reproduction, including binary fission, budding (Planctomycetes), hyphal growth (Actinomycetes), daughter cell formation (Epulopiscium), and the formation of multicellular baeocytes (the cyanobacterium Stanieria). Of these, binary fission is one of the most common, and is by far the best understood.
Binary fission in B. subtilis and E. coli is deceptively simple. During exponential growth, cells double in mass and then divide in the middle to produce equivalently sized daughter cells. Despite its apparent simplicity, binary fission is in fact the culmination of a complex, elaborately orchestrated series of events. Binary fission requires cells to double in mass, initiate and terminate at least one round of chromosome replication, decatenate and segregate sister chromosomes (also referred to as nucleoids), assemble the division machinery precisely at mid-cell, and coordinate membrane invagination with cell wall synthesis to form a complete septum (Figure 1) .
In contrast to eukaryotes, the bacterial cell cycle is not divided into discrete stages. Instead cell growth, DNA replication, chromosome segregation, and even the initial assembly of the division machinery can overlap with one another, a physically challenging proposition at faster growth rates. Because of the overlapping processes, the nomenclature used for describing stages of the eukaryotic cell cycle (G1, S, G2, and M) is not useful when describing the bacterial cell cycle. The alternative nomenclature includes three discrete periods: B, the time between cell birth and the initiation of DNA replication; C, the period required for chromosome replication; and D, the time between the termination of replication and division.
Under steady state conditions, B. subtilis and E. coli cells exhibit little variation in average cell size beyond the requirements of binary fission [8, 9] . Maintaining cell size within these parameters suggests cells precisely control both the timing and position of cell division and can compensate for stochastic events that lead to a reduction in cell size or an increase in cell size by transiently altering the length of their cell cycle ( Figure 2 ). Although changes in the duration of any cell cycle event can theoretically impact cell size, in E. coli and B. subtilis, only two, the initiation of DNA replication and cell division, have been implicated as important control points in the homeostatic regulation of cell size. Below we discuss the role of initiation and division in the spatial and temporal control of cell size under steady state conditions.
Cell Size and the Initiation of DNA Replication
The initiation of DNA replication is tightly correlated with achievement of a particular cell size in both E. coli and B. subtilis [10, 11] . Merging data from the seminal physiological studies of Moselio Schaechter, Ole Maaløe, and Neils Kjeldgaard working in Salmonella [12] and Helmstetter and Cooper, working in E. coli [13] , William Donachie [10] deduced that the mass of bacterial cells at the time of replication initiation is constant, regardless of growth rate. Donachie interpreted the data to mean that attainment of a specific cell size is required to trigger DNA replication. He proposed existence of a positive regulator that accumulates in a growth-dependent manner, reaching critical levels only when cells attain a specific size. As a model for cell size control, Donachie's proposal was intuitively appealing; as the first step in the cell cycle, changes in the timing of replication initiation should theoretically impact the entire cell cycle, and with it, cell size.
Later work subsequently identified DnaA, a highly conserved AAA+ ATPase, as a good candidate for Donachie's positive, growth-dependent regulation of replication initiation [14] [15] [16] . In its active, ATP-bound form, DnaA binds cooperatively to sequence specific DnaA boxes within the chromosomal origin of replication (oriC) and drives open complex formation, facilitating loading of the replication machinery [17] [18] [19] [20] . DnaA binds to its own promoter and autoregulates its production [21] [22] [23] . Following initiation in E. coli, DnaA is inactivated through a variety of mechanisms, including sequestration of its promoter, titration by chromosomal binding sites, and conversion to the inactive ADPbound form, to ensure that only one round of replication is initiated per division cycle [16, 24] . The ratio of free DnaA ATP to oriC then increases in a growth-rate-dependent manner until it is high enough to support initiation, a point that is coincident with achievement of a specific mass in wild-type E. coli [16, 24] .
Consistent with a role for DnaA in the size-dependent regulation of replication initiation, significantly reducing DnaA expression delays initiation and increases cell size, while overexpressing DnaA leads to premature initiation and a reduction in cell size in both E. coli and B. subtilis [14, 23] . Similarly, short E. coli mutants delay initiation until they reach a size that is approximately equivalent to wildtype cells [25] . This delay is alleviated following a modest increase in DnaA expression, supporting the idea that growth-dependent accumulation of active DnaA to critical levels is the primary trigger for initiation in E. coli.
Although it is easy to imagine how normalizing size at initiation might be a conserved strategy to ensure that cell size is maintained under steady state conditions, several lines of evidence argue against this possibility. First and foremost, altering initiation timing in E. coli leads to compensatory changes in the timing and duration of downstream cell cycle events, particularly the length of time available for chromosome replication. Cells that initiate replication early exhibit an extended C period, while those that delay initiation increase the rate of DNA replication, reducing C period by as much as 30% [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Thus, cell size control is unlikely to be solely a product of initiation mass. Moreover, although B. subtilis superficially appears to maintain a constant initiation mass [31] , data from short mutants suggest the initiation of replication in B. subtilis is independent of cell size [9, 25] , a finding consistent with recent work on the regulation of DnaA activity in this organism [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Together, these data argue for the presence of homeostatic mechanisms responsible for maintaining cell size that can, depending on the circumstance, override the effect of changes in initiation mass.
Cell Size and Assembly of the Division Machinery As the last step in the cell cycle, the bacterial equivalent of M phase, the precise spatial and temporal regulation of cell division is a fundamental part of cell size control. Dividing before doubling in mass or mislocalizing the division machinery leads to aberrations in daughter cell size and potentially fatal defects in chromosome segregation. For most bacteria, cell division is initiated by assembly of the tubulin homolog FtsZ into a ring-like structure at mid-cell, the future site of cell division [41, 42] (Figure 1 ). The FtsZ ring serves as a scaffold for assembly of the cell division machinery and constricts at the leading edge of the invaginating membrane during binary fission. The nature of the signals initiating FtsZ assembly at the beginning of the division process and stimulating constriction of the ring at the end of the process is not known. In E. coli and B. subtilis, FtsZ levels are constant across a wide range of growth rates, a finding that suggests FtsZ ring formation is controlled at the level of FtsZ assembly, rather than by altering FtsZ levels over the course of the cell cycle [43] . A multitude of factors function collectively to ensure that FtsZ ring formation and constriction are coordinated, both temporally and spatially, with DNA replication and chromosome segregation [41] . (In contrast to B. subtilis and E. coli, FtsZ levels, like those of many other proteins, are regulated in a cell-cycle-dependent manner in Caulobacter [44] .)
The Positional Regulation of FtsZ Assembly Binary fission by definition requires the division machinery to be precisely positioned at mid-cell. While factors that promote FtsZ assembly at mid-cell have yet to be identified, inhibitors that prevent FtsZ assembly at aberrant positions play an important role in the positional regulation of cell division in E. coli and B. subtilis. Two sets of inhibitors in particular function in concert to help restrict assembly of FtsZ and the division machinery to the DNA-free space at mid-cell. Components of the Min system, the first regulators of cell division to be characterized at the molecular level [45] , inhibit FtsZ assembly at the cell poles while the DNAassociated proteins SlmA in E. coli and Noc in B. subtilis help prevent assembly of the division machinery over unsegregated chromosomal DNA (for reviews on both sets of inhibitors see [46, 47] ). Defects in components of the Min system result in a high frequency of aberrant FtsZ assembly at sites immediately adjacent to cell poles and the formation of tiny anucleate minicells -the product of polar division events. In contrast, although single mutations in noc or slmA have little impact on either the temporal or spatial control of cell division, they are synthetically lethal when combined with mutations in min due to the formation of FtsZ rings at anomalous positions [48, 49] .
These studies support a model in which Min and Noc in B. subtilis and SlmA in E. coli function together to help prevent FtsZ assembly at cell poles and over unsegregated DNA. The completion of chromosome segregation reveals a division inhibition free zone at mid-cell that is then utilized by FtsZ. Both the Noc and SlmA chromosomal-binding sites are concentrated toward the origin of replication and absent in the terminus. Based on their chromosomal location, regions enriched with SlmA or Noc binding sites should move from the future division site prior to termination of replication [50] [51] [52] [53] . While SlmA interacts directly with FtsZ to inhibit assembly, the primary target of Noc-mediated division inhibition is not known [53, 54] .
Although Noc/SlmA and Min help prevent aberrant FtsZ ring formation and division at cell poles and across unsegregated nucleoids, they do not appear to impact the timing of divison under normal conditions, nor do they function as the bacterial equivalent of a G2-M phase checkpoint. First and foremost, as mentioned above, single mutations in noc or slmA have no significant impact on the timing or position of cell division [48, 49] . Moreover, the severe cell division defect associated with the loss of both noc/slmA and min appears to be due to titration of FtsZ away from the medial division site, rather than a consequence of aberrent division events across unsegregated DNA [48, 49] . Finally, FtsZ ring formation and division can take place over unsegregated chromosomes in sporulating B. subtilis cells, short B. subtilis mutants, and in B. subtilis cells in which replication is artificially blocked prior to termination [9, [55] [56] [57] . In the two former cases, disaster is averted through the actions of the SpoIIIE DNA translocase, which pumps chromosomal DNA out of the way of the invaginating septum [9, 55] .
Noc is also found in Staphylococcus aureus, which does not have a Min system. In contrast to E. coli and B. subtilis, single noc mutations in S. aureus lead to mislocalization of FtsZ, division over unsegregated DNA and DNA breaks, suggesting it plays a much more central role in coordinating division with chromosome segregation during normal growth in this organism [58] . In Caulobacter crescentus, an unrelated chromosome-associated protein MipZ contributes to the spatial regulation of division by helping coordinate chromosome segregation with FtsZ assembly [59] .
While a positive acting factor directing FtsZ to mid-cell has yet to be identified in B. subtilis or E. coli, there are hints that the initiation of DNA replication may play a role in establishing the FtsZ assembly site at mid-cell [60, 61] . Blocking replication initiation through the use of conditional mutants leads to the formation of an asymmetrically positioned FtsZ ring adjacent to a medially positioned bacterial chromosome in both E. coli and B. subtilis [61, 62] . However, permitting initiation, but blocking the first steps in elongation in B. subtilis, using outgrowing spores to synchronize cells, leads to the formation of medial FtsZ rings [61] . Similar findings have also been reported in C. crescentus, suggesting the role of replication initiation in division site selection may be conserved [63] .
Coordinating FtsZ Assembly with Cell Size Under Steady State Conditions
At its most fundamental level, maintaining cell size under steady state conditions requires cell division to be precisely coordinated with growth rate and mass doubling time. Dividing before doubling in mass reduces cell size, while dividing too late increases cell size. In bacteria, cell division is dependent on assembly, maturation and constriction of the cytokinetic ring. FtsZ and other components of the division machinery assemble at the nascent division site early in the cell cycle, at a time that coincides with, but is not dependent on, chromosome segregation [9, 64] .
Once formed, the cytokinetic ring is present for a significant period of time influenced by growth rate and mass doubling time. In fast growing B. subtilis cells (mass doubling time w26 minutes) the Z period (the time the FtsZ ring is present) is w22 minutes. In slow growing cells from the same strain (mass doubling time w80 minutes), the Z period is w40 minutes. Notably, the Z period is significantly longer than the time required for the cell to physically divide. In E. coli, the Z period is w50 minutes for K-12 cells cultured under conditions supporting 85 minutes of mass doubling time, while the time between the first evidence of constriction and physical separation of daughter cells is w22 minutes [65] . Why the Z period is so long is something of a conundrum. Although FtsZ contributes to cell elongation in some species, including E. coli and C. crescentus, in others with similarly long Z periods, it is required solely for cross wall synthesis [66, 67] . One possibility is that an extended Z period provides the cell with ample opportunity to modify the timing of division in response to changes in nutrient availability, DNA damage, and aberrations in prior events in the cell cycle.
FtsZ levels are constant over a wide range of mass doubling times in both E. coli and B. subtilis, a finding that strongly argues against a model in which cell division is controlled by oscillations in FtsZ concentration [43] . Instead, it is likely that the timing of FtsZ ring formation, and with it maturation and constriction of the cytokinetic ring, are governed through finely graded changes in FtsZ assembly dynamics over the course of the cell cycle. This model is consistent with the observation that mutations that alter the efficiency of FtsZ ring formation and division significantly increase average cell size [46, [68] [69] [70] [71] . Importantly, under steady state growth conditions, a small reduction in FtsZ expression leads to a transient delay in division. After increasing size to accommodate the reduction in FtsZ levels, cells resume growth with mass doubling times indistinguishable from wild type [72] . In other words, growth rate, not cell size, appears to be the overriding mechanism governing the timing of bacterial cell division.
Nutrient-Dependent Control of Bacterial Cell Size
In landmark work, Schaechter, Maaløe, and Kjeldgaard first noted that the size of bacterial cells corresponds with growth rate, which itself is dependent on the nutrient condition in which they are cultured [12, 73] . They observed that Salmonella cells were approximately twice as large when cultured at fast growth rates in a rich nutrient source as the same cells cultured at slower growth rates in a poor nutrient source. The nutrient-dependent control of cell size was subsequently shown to apply to other evolutionarily similar and distant bacteria, including B. subtilis [74, 75] and S. aureus, where long-term glucose limitation leads to a heterogeneously sized population in which the average diameter is reduced by w40% [76] . Single-celled eukaryotes, including the classic cell cycle model system Schizosaccharomyces pombe, also modulate size in response to changes in nutrient availability [77] . While B. subtilis cells increase exclusively in length, E. coli cells cultured in nutrient-rich medium are both longer and wider than those cultured in nutrient-poor medium [8, 78, 79] .
The ability to coordinate growth rate with size requires cells to sense nutrient availability and to transmit this information to the division apparatus to alter size accordingly ( Figure 3A) . In B. subtilis, the nucleotide sugar UDP-glucose appears to function as an intracellular proxy for nutrient availability in the signal transduction pathway governing cell size. Mutations in pgcA or gtaB, genes required for the synthesis of UDP-glucose, reduce the length of B. subtilis cells by 35% and 25%, respectively, during growth in nutrient-rich medium without a significant impact on growth or DNA replication [9, 25] . E. coli cells defective in pgm (the pgcA homolog) are also w30% shorter than wild-type cells during growth in the complex, carbon-rich medium LB, suggesting UDP-glucose may also serve as a proxy for nutrient availability in this evolutionarily divergent bacterium [25, 80] . Specifically why UDP-glucose would be conserved as an intracellular proxy for nutrient availability in the growthdependent regulation of cell size is not entirely clear. In contrast to its precursor glucose-6-phosphate, UDPglucose appears to be required exclusively for non-essential processes in B. subtilis and E. coli, including generation of glucosylated lipids, modification of cell wall polymers, and synthesis of periplasmic carbohydrates (for example, [81] [82] [83] ). Like glycogen synthesis, cells may shunt glucose through the UDP-glucose biosynthesis pathway only when carbon and other nutrients required for biosynthesis are in excess, the same conditions that support rapid growth and multifork replication. (ADP-glucose rather than UDP-glucose is used as the precursor for glycogen synthesis in bacteria [84] .) Intriguingly, in E. coli, UDP-glucose also appears to be part of the signal transduction cascade controlling activation of the stationary phase transcription factor s S , a phenomenon that is also associated with carbon limitation [85] . Given the significant evolutionary distance between E. coli and B. subtilis (they are evolutionarily more divergent than humans and bakers yeast), it will be interesting to determine if UDP-glucose functions as a proxy for nutrient availability in other bacterial, and even eukaryotic, systems.
In B. subtilis, the glucosyltransferase UgtP serves as the UDP-glucose-dependent effector responsible for coordinating cell size with nutrient availability [9] . As expected for a nutrient-dependent regulator of division, defects in UgtP reduce cell size by approximately 20% during growth in nutrient-rich medium but do not significantly impact cell size under nutrient-limiting conditions; ugtP mutants do not exhibit any apparent defects in cell growth or viability, suggesting their primary defect is in cell size homeostasis. In vitro, UgtP interacts directly with FtsZ to inhibit FtsZ assembly.
In the cell, UgtP-mediated division inhibition is coordinated with nutrient availability through UDP-glucose dependent changes in UgtP localization ( Figure 3B ). UgtP is distributed throughout the cytoplasm of rapidly growing B. subtilis cells cultured in a rich nutrient source and concentrated at the cytokinetic ring where it interacts directly with FtsZ to inhibit division, thereby increasing cell size. Conversely, during growth in nutrient-poor medium or in cells defective for UDP-glucose biosynthesis, UgtP is sequestered away from the cytokinetic ring in small punctate foci that are randomly distributed within the cell. The precise nature of the UgtP foci has yet to be determined. UgtPmediated division inhibition is further repressed during growth in nutrient-poor medium via nutrient-dependent reductions in either its expression or stability [9] . Under these conditions, FtsZ ring formation and division proceed unimpeded, reducing average cell size.
Null ugtP mutants are wild type for cell growth, mass doubling time, and Z period [9] . Thus, UgtP-mediated division inhibition is likely to be transient, taking place only when cells must increase size following an increase in nutrient availability, or in the event that a cell is too small for a particular growth condition. Because division inhibition is transient, data from steady state cultures do not clarify whether UgtP delays division by inhibiting FtsZ ring formation or by preventing maturation of an already extant FtsZ ring.
UgtP is a bifunctional protein whose glucosyltransferase activity is required for generating di-glucosyl-diacylglycerol, the membrane anchor for lipoteichoic acid, a major component of the Gram-positive bacterial cell wall. Although the di-glucosyl modification is generally dispensable for growth and viability, ugtP null mutants can exhibit condition-dependent defects in cell wall morphology [86, 87] . UgtP may thus serve as a link between cell wall synthesis and division under conditions supporting rapid growth. A UDP-glucosedependent effector responsible for coordinating nutrient availability with cell size has yet to be identified in E. coli, which does not have a UgtP homolog.
Cell Size and Chromosome Segregation
While it is clear that B. subtilis and E. coli coordinate size with nutrient availability, precisely why they do so is less clear. The most likely possibility is that the increase in size permits cells to accommodate extra DNA generated by multifork replication. Multifork replication makes it possible for certain bacteria to sustain mass doubling times shorter than the period required to initiate and complete chromosome replication and division. Although initiation is still limited to once per division cycle, multifork replication permits the initiation of a new round of DNA replication prior to completion of the previous round and rapidly growing cells are thus born with multiple active replication forks [13] . B. subtilis and E. coli cells grown in a complex, nutrient-rich medium supplemented with glucose can have twelve or more replication forks proceeding simultaneously.
Consistent with growth-rate-dependent increases in size being a mechanism for dealing with the excess DNA generated by multifork replication, both E. coli and B. subtilis increase size at faster growth rates such that the cell mass to DNA content is maintained under conditions supporting multifork replication [8, 31, 75, 88, 89] . While it is formally possible that the increase in size is a result of the increased biosynthesis due to the additional DNA, data from short B. subtilis and E. coli mutants argue against this idea. In the mutant cells, the DNA content and origin to cell mass ratio is elevated under conditions supporting multifork replication, despite a w35% reduction in size [25, 43] . Instead we favor the idea that growth-rate-dependent increases in size are the result of nutrient-dependent changes in FtsZ assembly, as discussed below.
The pressure to maintain a constant DNA to cell mass ratio over a range of growth rates may reflect a physical constraint of chromosome segregation. Theoretical work suggests that reductions in the concentration of DNA are more amenable to chromosome segregation [90] . Hence, increasing cell size during multifork replication may be required to ensure that DNA concentration remains within ideal parameters. Consistent with this idea, E. coli and B. subtilis both appear to require achievement of a critical length prior to the initiation of chromosome segregation [11, 91] . Moreover, mutations that reduce B. subtilis cell size lead to an increased frequency of FtsZ assembly and cell division across unsegregated nucleoids, regardless of the presence of Noc [9] .
Bacterial Cell Size and Development
As it is in many eukaryotes, bacterial cell size is frequently tied to developmental fate. For example, members of the photosynthetic genus Anabaena typically grow as long chains of vegetative cells. Under nitrogen-limiting conditions, however, approximately one-in-ten cells differentiates into a much larger, nitrogen-fixing heterocyst [92] . Similarly, upon entering the root hairs of leguminous plants, Rhizobia increase in size as they differentiate into nitrogen-fixing bacteroids [93] . Sporulation in the filamentous soil bacterium Streptomyces coelicolor is preceded by the formation of evenly spaced septa that divide syncytial aerial filaments into coccoid spores, each containing a single copy of the genome. Although it is not known how spore size is determined, recent studies in S. coelicolor have identified the factors required for stimulating FtsZ assembly and division at precisely spaced positions thereby ensuring the production of uniformly sized spores [94] . Two of the best studied examples of developmentally regulated cell size control are asymmetric division during the C. crescentus cell cycle, and the polar cell division that is the first morphologically distinct step in B. subtilis spore formation.
In C. crescentus, each round of the cell cycle produces two cell types, the larger stalked cell and the smaller, flagellated swarmer cell [44] . In addition to their distinct morphologies, these cells have very different developmental fates: stalked cells are capable of initiating new rounds of DNA replication and division while the swarmer cells remain in G1 phase until they differentiate into stalked cells. Although it was initially thought that the size difference was established by preferential growth on the stalk side of a medially positioned FtsZ ring, recent data suggest that the cell size asymmetry is established by positioning the FtsZ slightly closer to the swarmer cell pole [95] . This occurs through interactions between DNA proximal to the chromosomal origin of replication, the polarity determinant TipN, and the division inhibitor MipZ [59, [95] [96] [97] [98] . Another intriguing, size-related aspect of Caulobacter development is the ability of the stalk to increase in size in response to changes in extracellular phosphate. The stalk, which is an extension of the cell body rather than an extra appendage, exhibits an up to 30-fold increase in length upon phosphate starvation [99] . The increase in stalk length increases the surface area to volume ratio of the cell and is thought to increase the ability of Caulobacter cells to take up phosphate.
Endospore formation in B. subtilis requires an even more dramatic asymmetric division event that divides the cell into two compartments, the large mother cell and the tiny forespore [100] (Figure 4 ). The switch from medial to asymmetric division is mediated by the transcription factor Spo0A. As a response regulator protein, Spo0A is activated by phosphorylation as part of a signal transduction cascade initiated in response to starvation and crowding [101] . Once activated, Spo0A induces the expression of genes that suppress FtsZ assembly at mid-cell and activate FtsZ assembly at both cell poles [102, 103] (Figure 4) . In particular, Spo0A-dependent induction of the SpoIIE phosphatase stimulates re-localization of FtsZ from a spiral intermediate that extends the length of the cell to ring structures at both poles [102] . Only one of the polar rings matures into a septum, through an apparently stochastic process.
Activation of forespore-specific gene expression appears to be dependent in part on the transient genetic asymmetry generated by formation of the polar septum which bisects one end of the chromosome such that only the originproximal w30% region is in the forespore immediately following septation (for review see [104] ). The remainder of the chromosome is later pumped into the forespore via the SpoIIIE DNA translocase [57, [105] [106] [107] . The subsequent activation of mother-cell-specific gene expression 'deactivates' the remaining FtsZ ring [108] . As sporulation progresses, the mother cell engulfs the forespore through an endocytosis-like mechanism, synthesizes a protective coat for it, and finally releases the mature spore through the ultimate act of bacterial altruism, cell lysis [101] . It is still an open question if transient genetic asymmetry is sufficient to explain cell-type-specific activation of gene expression, or if the diminutive size of the forespore also plays a role. Intriguingly, in the endospore forming coccus Sporosarcina ureae, which like B. subtilis is a member of the order Bacillales, differential gene expression does not involve formation of a polar septum. Instead, S. ureae is able to achieve differential gene expression following what appears to be binary fission [109] . Why asymmetric division is not required for compartment-specific gene expression in S. ureae is unclear, although this observation suggests there may be more than one way to generate differential gene expression in this group of organisms.
A Model for the Control of Bacterial Cell Size
In an elegant paper published in 1974, Teather et al. [68] suggested the existence of a diffusible factor required for the initiation of cell division in E. coli. Accumulation of this factor to critical levels was proposed to trigger the initiation of division at mid-cell, in much the same way that accumulation of active DnaA to critical levels was proposed to trigger the initiation of chromosome replication. A key aspect of this model was that only enough of this diffusible factor accumulated per mass doubling to initiate one round of division. (Not coincidentally, the senior author on this paper was William Donachie, the same person who proposed the existence of DnaA well before it was identified molecularly [10] .) Subsequent work suggests the diffusible factor proposed by Teather et al. [68] is in fact FtsZ [46, 110] .
In an extension of this model, we propose that cell size under steady state conditions is dictated in large part by the amount of FtsZ available for assembly into the cytokinetic ring ( Figure 5 ). In this model, cell division is dependent on the accumulation of sufficient FtsZ to support assembly, maturation and/or constriction of the cytokinetic ring. For organisms like E. coli and B. subtilis, where FtsZ concentration remains constant regardless of growth rate, this means that cells need to reach a minimal size to ensure there is sufficient FtsZ to support division ( Figure 5A ). For organisms that vary FtsZ concentration over the course of the cell cycle, such as Caulobacter, this means that FtsZ levels would need to increase until there was sufficient FtsZ to support division (not shown). This model is supported by work on the dose-dependent effect of partial FtsZ depletion on cell size [70] , FtsZ's extraordinary conservation [64, 111, 112] , as well as the identification of an FtsZ inhibitor responsible for the nutrient-dependent control of cell size in B. subtilis [9] .
Under environmental conditions that necessitate an increase in cell size, such as conditions supporting multifork replication, this model predicts the presence of an FtsZ inhibitor that is expressed and/or activated in a proportional manner in response to a specific stimulus ( Figure 5B ). For example, activation of a nutrient-dependent inhibitor would be proportional to the relative ease with which a particular bacterium is able to utilize a given carbon source (for example, high activation in a carbon-rich complex medium such as LB and low activation in minimal defined medium supplemented with succinate). Proportional activation of an inhibitor of FtsZ assembly would then lead to a proportional reduction in the pool of FtsZ available for assembly and a proportional increase in cell size ( Figure 5B ). This model is consistent with data indicating that even small reductions in FtsZ levels have a large impact on E. coli cell size during exponential growth under steady state conditions [72] .
In this model, cell size is controlled primarily through the condition-specific reduction in the amount of FtsZ available In the slow growing cell cultured in nutrient-poor medium, on the left, assembly-competent FtsZ accumulates in direct proportion to cell size, reaching critical levels near the end of the cell cycle and stimulating maturation of the FtsZ ring and division. The faster growing cell cultured in nutrient-rich medium, on the right, is born larger than its slower growing counterpart due to the presence of a nutrient-dependent inhibitor of FtsZ assembly (green). Due to the presence of the inhibitor, the faster growing cell is significantly larger when sufficient assembly-competent FtsZ has accumulated to stimulate maturation of the FtsZ ring and division. For simplicity, in both A and B we have depicted FtsZ accumulation dictating maturation of the FtsZ ring and constriction. In the absence of data to suggest otherwise, it is equally likely that the rate-limiting step in cell division is the initiation of FtsZ ring formation. For clarity, we have also drawn the graph such that the newborn cell cultured under conditions supporting rapid growth is larger than the slow growing cell at division. In reality the sizes of these two cells likely overlap to some degree even when the difference in growth rates is at its most extreme.
for assembly and division. In the absence of inhibition, cells are at their smallest, default size. We favor negative regulation for several reasons. First and foremost, the impact of a transient delay in division on the cell cycle is minimal, whereas dividing earlier would impinge on preceding steps in the cell cycle, including the completion of DNA replication and chromosome segregation. In addition, cells appear to be somewhat refractile to increases in the intracellular concentration of FtsZ. Increasing FtsZ levels as much as two-fold leads to only an w10% reduction in the size of E. coli and B. subtilis cells [43] . Larger increases in FtsZ levels lead to aberrant FtsZ localization and, at concentrations approximately seven-fold higher than wild-type, complete division inhibition [113] .
The inability to significantly reduce cell size following overexpression of FtsZ, or induce division in cells that have entered the more quiescent period of stationary phase, suggests the presence of inhibitors that are refractile to competition from excess FtsZ as well as physical constraints preventing FtsZ ring formation too early in the cell cycle. It is also possible that the inability of excess FtsZ to significantly reduce average cell size is due in part to limiting amounts of a positive factor required to promote FtsZ assembly. This view is supported by data indicating cell size is reduced by w25% during growth in rich medium in the presence of gain-of-function mutations in the cell division protein FtsA, which normally helps promote FtsZ assembly and is required for maintaining integrity of the cytokinetic ring [114] .
Because the timing of division is tied to the availability of FtsZ for assembly into the ring, any change in cell size should only have a transient impact on the timing of division. For example, a cell that is too short for a given growth condition would delay division until it accumulates sufficient levels of FtsZ. Its normally sized daughter cells will then accumulate sufficient FtsZ within a single mass doubling period and thus be able to 'divide on time'. Through its ability to correct transient aberrations in cell size, this model provides an explanation for the 40-year-old observation that E. coli cells shifted from a nutrient-poor medium to a nutrient-rich one immediately increase growth rate but delay division until they have achieved the size appropriate for the new condition [115] . We would predict that a nutrient-dependent inhibitor of FtsZ assembly is activated almost immediately upon the shift to the rich carbon source. Cells must then delay division and increase in size until they have accumulated sufficient assembly-competent FtsZ to support cytokinesis.
While other cell cycle events, most notably the initiation of DNA replication in E. coli, have been implicated in cell size control, we believe that changes in assembly, maturation, and constriction of the FtsZ ring are the primary means of coordinating cell size with cell growth in bacteria. As discussed above, although E. coli requires achievement of a specific size prior to initiating DNA replication, B. subtilis does not [9, 25] . This difference suggests that coupling replication initiation to cell growth is not a conserved means of maintaining cell size. Parsimoniously, it also seems more straightforward to control cell size by altering the timing of division, the last step in the cell cycle, than to vary the timing of initiation and risk the consequences of compensatory changes in downstream cell cycle events [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
In summary, while we are beginning to uncover the molecular mechanisms responsible for coordinating cell division with cell growth in B. subtilis and E. coli, there are still many unanswered questions. Of particular interest is FtsZ's contribution to cell size control in E. coli and C. crescentus via its role as a regulator of longitudinal cell wall synthesis [66, 67] . In addition, we know little about cell size control in species that encode FtsZ but do not employ binary fission as a means of reproduction, including the ''giant'' bacterium E. fishelsoni [116] . Finally, the advent of high throughput sequencing technology has generated an ever expanding list of bacteria that do not encode an FtsZ homolog, including the obligate intracellular pathogen Chlamydia and its free living relative Planctomycetes [117] . How these bacteria divide, much less maintain cell size, remains an enticing question for future study.
